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About This Game

Conventional motor racing has yielded to the advances of thrust drive technology. Popularity for Slipstream racing is at its peak.
Successful flyers quickly become icons and heroes. Race fans flock in their millions to the circuit-side stadiums hoping to catch

a glimpse of the latest anti-grav machines which defy all laws of motion. The track's prepared, the crowd are hustling for the
best seats, and the drivers and commentators are all psyched and hungry for action.

Control many upgradeable futuristic racers under arcade or simulation racing style. Experience high speed aerial moves and
dramatic crashes on excellently designed tracks.Feel the speed of the slipstream!

Features:

Compete as one of 10 different characters with unique Slipstream aircraft, each with their own features, weapons, and
flying style.

Fast-paced action, smooth craft controls, and excellent track design.

With good old fashion split-screen multiplayer mode, enjoy a retro head-to-head race against a friend.
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May Have really bad graphics but the game is amazing
. dont work omgggggg. One of my favorite games as a kid. Still pretty fun today. Has splitscreen 2 player. Lots of choices in jets
(though there is no difference in how they perform). Upgrades can be purchased to make your ship faster and more deadly. I
would compare this to Pod Racing in that it's a very unique racing game that works so well.. This is an old game and it shows. I
don't feel it aged well enough to recommend it. That is not to say it is a bad game.

Once you get the hang of it, the controls are fairly solid.
The graphics are decent (compared to when the game was created).
AND it lets you easily exit to dos (which can be surprisingly hard on windows these days).
. Awkward controls, simultaneously too slow and too fast, and it's an authentic 3D first person race from the low-polygon dos
days. You already know if you want to play it or not.

Thumbs up for the nostalgia players. I might enjoy it more later after some practice.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/D2sFyUEUQqQ

Retro futuristic racing? Count me in.

This game has stood the test of time pretty well. The AI is not bad, the ten tracks are varied and well laid out, and the career is
interesting becuase as you win races you get money to outfit your racer to add more speed and firepower. One caveat, while you
can race with the keyboard I highly recommend a controller or joystick\/flightstick for best performance.

So the cons? Well the fact that there are ten vehicles is nice, except they don't seem to actually differ in anyway from each other
in terms of stats. You may as well have one vehicles only. Also the AI does seem to get more weapons than you do, but that only
really becomes a problem on the hard difficulty setting.

So if your after a half decent 'space' racer that offers a decent amount for the low money cost then this could well be worth
adding to your collection.. YOU'RE BETTER OFF PLAYING A PROPER PS1/PS2/NES GAME THAN WASTING YOUR
TIME ON THIS TRASH
0/10 SHAME ON THE GAME DEV. wtf is this
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I was feeling nostalgic when I got this and I dont regret it all.
Graphics are of course dated from a game released in 1995.
Choose your ... vehicle ? and race, its that simple.
Each racer has their strengths and weaknesses from being fast but not agile or just being able to hits walls at speed with more
frequency there is something for every race style.
As always highy recommends this old gem .... when its on sale.. Good game for those looking a more unique racing experience
and not bothered by primitive 3D graphics.

Slipstream 5000 is a futuristic flight and combat racing game by Gremlin Interactive.

This game is a child of the 90s, from times when future was not all apocalypse and racing games dared to have other vehicles than
automobiles.

The sounds of the planes, the craft and course design, radio chatter between competitors and the pre-race TV hosts introducing the
upcoming track are few of the highlights which really make this futuristic world believable.

The game is challenging and the controls are really tight PROVIDED you're using a joystick or even analog gamepad. This game
NEEDS analog controls. Period.

One negative is the low in-game resolution which makes it hard to judge turns at distance and you to rely on track memorization.
While the graphics are mostly OK and at times quite good for a 3D DOS game, there is no option to increase resolution past
320x200. Play it in 14" CRT telly and it'll be much better.

It would be nice for DosBox to exit itself though. Not a dealbreaker but some people might find this confusing when quitting the
game.. It's like a combination of Descent and Mario Kart. As far as I know, I've never even heard of this game until its Steam
release. It's an obscure treasure and worth a try, or two, or three, or a couple million.

It's pretty good.. 100% nostalgia. I still have the original 5x installation floppy disks somewhere.... Great game for those of us who
remember DOS.. Unfortunately this game really shows its age in 2018.. One of my favorite games as a kid. Still pretty fun today.
Has splitscreen 2 player. Lots of choices in jets (though there is no difference in how they perform). Upgrades can be purchased to
make your ship faster and more deadly. I would compare this to Pod Racing in that it's a very unique racing game that works so
well.. Everything looks like puke. The ships handle a cripple on fire.
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